What is E-Prime®?
E-Prime is a suite of applications used to design, generate, and run computerized behavioral experiments. Build your own experiments using E-Prime’s graphical interface. Collect, edit and analyze data – all within a few hours! Present stimuli and collect responses with millisecond precision.

What’s new for 2.0?
- Enhanced graphical interface
- Ability to play digital movies as stimuli (MPEG, AVI, WMV)
- Copy & paste objects between experiments
- Digital recording of participant vocalizations
- Increased display speed for bitmap transfers
- Support for additional image formats
- Improved options for network or ghosting installations
- Support for presentation of stimuli on multiple video displays
- Display stimuli on any attached monitor
- Improved audio support
- Support for UNICODE and international fonts
- Support for new devices (Joystick, Parallel Port Device, Network Socket Device)
- Expanded support for larger scripts
- Improved documentation and indexing of online Help
- A comprehensive scripting language
- Professional version with additional capabilities

Make the Right Choice with E-Prime® Professional
Extends E-Prime® 2.0 Standard to offer enhanced capabilities for more sophisticated designs

E-Prime® 2.0 Professional builds upon the new features included in E-Prime® 2.0 Standard to offer enhanced features:
- Present stimuli on multiple monitors simultaneously
- Play multiple movies simultaneously
- Improved productivity tools to test and debug (AutoAnswer, Experiment Advisor scripting aides)
- Set experiment-wide object properties and defaults
- Multiple correct answers
- Create custom libraries of shared functions through package files
- Network concurrent licenses

NOW AVAILABLE!
E-Prime® 2.0 Standard & E-Prime® 2.0 Professional
To obtain your quote contact us at info@prasadpsycho.com